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even to be found in the indexes
of books on psychology, much
less given any real treatment.
But we all believe that the physical body will eventually malfunction sufficiently so that we
will die. Medical science may
prolong life, but death is inevitable, despite science fictionish
dreams of medically produced
immortality.
Some spiritual psychologies,
however, believe that while
physical death is certainly the
common lot, some spiritually
developed individuals may be
able to alter the life processes
in their body to achieve life
spans of hundreds of years or
even relative immortality. Particularly in some of the alchemical traditions. such as the
Chinese alchemical tradition,
this has been stated as a goal
which has been attained by
some of the older adepts. The
general principle is that greatly
enlarged physical life span or
immortality is not attained by
medical means, but by understanding, controlling, and
balancing the nonphysical
energies that constitute the essence of life, but which are ordinarily misused. Note, however, that prolonging physical
life is not considered useful unless corresponding spiritual
growth takes place, and even
then it may not be desirable.

Ass~lmption:A setrse of p'ersonality, personal identity is vital, and its loss is pathological.
The term "depersonalization" is used to describe
psychiatric difficulties, and, in
general, any marked fading of
the sense of personal identity is
considered pathological. A
major exception is when a person becomes relatively identified with a "good cause," a
cause we approve of, and then
we consider it a healthy sign
that the person can be so devoted. If a friend says, "I'm not
sure who I am - I have questions about my identity," we
are liable to refer him to a
psychiatrist.
While given cases of changes
in personal identity may be
pathological, the spiritual
psychologies would also see
this as a possible sign of real
questioning necessary to
spiritual growth. As long as one
accepts the surface identity,
the personality brought about
by one's particular upbringing
and particular culture, he is not
really turning attention to h'
deeper self. There are meditation techniques which involve
repeatedly asking the question:
"Who am I?" and questioning
each answer more and more
deeply. At the higher levels of
spiritual experience, personal
identity temporarily disappears

altogether as the person becomes aware of and identified
with higher spiritual forces or
entities. Failure to lose one's
sense of personal identity is
iequently regarded as failure
to achieve success in the
spiritual discipline. After profound mystical experiences,
involving union with the highest levels of the universe, the
personality may reappear in the
person's subsequent life, but it
is now only a collection of
characteristics of no great importance, a style or tool of expression rather than the basic
nature of the person, who is
now in touch with and identified with something much
deeper.
A s s ~ l m p t i o t . ~T:h e basic d e l1elopment o,f personality is
finished atzd cotnplete in adultI~ood,except in the cases of
ne~lroticsor other tnentally ill
persons.
While we can see that people
may learn specific bits of knowledge and specific skills all
rough their lives, their basic
structure, their basic personality, is considered to be relatively complete by the time of
young adulthood. Assuming an
average life span of sixty-some
years, the first third of life then
is devoted to acquiring basic
psychological skills and at-

titudes, and the rest of life to
living within that framework.
We may work on changing and
developing the external environment in our maturity, but
our own psychological growth
is done with, our basic personality is fairly rigid and won't
change, except in the case of
neurotics who have to make up
for improper and missed development from the first third
of their life. Another way of
saying this is that if we are an
adult we then assume we are
mature.
The spiritual psychologies all
take the view that development
is not over on reaching adulthood, that development to be
an adequately functioning
member of society is only a preliminary groundwork to beginning real spiritual development. Personality should not
remain at this relatively shallow and culturally bound level,
but the individual should begin
to contact deeper and deeper
levels of himself in the course
of his spiritual growth. Lifelong
growth is the goal. The idea
that because we are an adult we
are mature is laughable. Too,
development and growth do
not necessarily stop with one
lifetime. The potentials of men
are so vastly greater than those
represented by the ordinary
(Conrinued on page 46)

FACTS (Continued from page 25)
adult's adjustment to his culture that the feat of adjusting to
one's culture is of no great consequence.

Psychologists have no
monopoly on this one: we all do
it all the time, and everyone
deplores it, but it's a good thing
to be reminded of it.

Assumption: Reasoning is the
highest skillpossessed by man.
The ability to think and to
think logically (ignoring, for
the sake of this discussion, the
fact that there are many logics)
is considered the unique ability
of man, that which separates
him from the animals and gives
him dominion over the earth.
F o r our orthodox, Western
psychologists, it is the skill
which brings the most reward
in the profession in general,
and this is generally true for
scientists and academics as a
whole.
The spiritual psychologies
would certainly agree that
reasoning is a valuable skill,
but many would disagree that it
is the highest skill. Some would
call intuition the greatest skill
possessed by man; others
would call the ability to love the
highest skill. The importance of
these differences in assumptions will become clearer as we
go on.

Assumption: Faith means believing in things that are not
real or that you have no solid
evidence for.
Faith is a negatively loaded
word for most Western
psychologists, indicating that
people believe the most irrational, nonsensical things possible and, perversely, a r e
proud that they believe in such
things. Things like the existence of God, for example.
When faith is of something you
are sure is true and will eventually be provable, even though
you do not have enough evidence yet, the attitude is not
quite so negative, but faith is
not considered to have any really appropriate part in the scientific process. Tentative belief in postulated hypotheses,
yes, but faith, with its smacki n g ~of religiosity, no.
Within the spiritual psyc h o l o g i e s , faith is often
seen as standing for irrational
belief also, including such irrational beliefs as faith in the unlimited power of rationality.
But faith is also used to indicate
guiding one's actions througf
evidence about things that are

A s s u m p t i o n : W h e n people
agree with me they are being
rational; when they disagree
they are probably irrational.

'not pnysical. That is, faith can
represent a conviction based
on very substantial evidence
about spiritual realities which
can never be translated into
dily observable, physical
~l~dnifestations.
Thus faith in
religious teaching brought
about by witnessing miracles,
for example, can be seen as a
rather inferior form of faith because it still uses physical reality as its ultimate testing point,
while the faith that has an experiential basis in spiritual
realities alone can be a very
important tool in spiritual
growth.
Assrrmption: Emotions are
electrical and chetnicul shifts
within the nervous system.
This assumption is similar to
the ones that thoughts or symbols are "nothing but" electrochemical patterns in the
nervous system. Emotions are
reduced t o "nothing but"
neurohumoral chemicals in the
bloodstream interacting with
various brain processes in
: ;ific areas of the brain, like
tllc hypothalamus and limbic
system. This kind of assumption leads directly into the
"chemical psychiatry" approach to achieving happiness.
If emotions are nothing but
chemical and electrical patzrns, then injecting the right

chemical substance in the
bloodstream can clearly enhance desired emotions and
suppress undesired emotions.
The spiritual psychologies
do not make this reduction of
emotional events strictly to
physical events. Emotion is
viewed as a type of consciousness energy and/or as the activation of particular parts of the
mind and nervous system, and
as potentially having far greater
consequences than merely
electrochemical shifts within
the brain and body. Emotion,
for example, can be seen as a
kind of "fuel" which, if used
properly, can allow the attainment of higher states of consciousness and consequent
spiritual growth. As with
thought, many of the spiritual
psychologies assume that emotion can have a direct effect on
others and external reality, that
it is not totally confined within
the nervous system unless expressed by overt motor acts.
Assumption: Negative e m o tions are the inevitable lot of
man.
Emotions such as anxiety,
fear, s o r r o w , depression,
anger, jealousy, and the like are
seen as built into our human
nature, built into our physiology, and although w e try to
avoid them, even a relatively
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circumstances, and that
memories of intrauterine life
can also be recalled. Further,
some a s s u m e t h a t racial
memories, actual memory information passed on to us as
part of our heritage of being
human beings. can be recalled,
and others believe that information, about previous lives
can be recalled. All of t h e
spiritual psychologies then
grant man a much wider span of
memories to be drawn upon in
the c o u r s e of spiritual d e velopment. The Buddha, for
example, is reported to have
remembered all of his past incarnations while he was working through his enlightenment
experience, and to have then
made f u r t h e r personality
changes in himself as a result of
this recall, solidifying and expanding his enlightenment.
A ssumption: Perception is
somewhcrt
.selective and
biased, hut genet-allv gives us a
\.eql good picture of the world
around us.
This is a particularly interesting assumption, for it is implicitly made all the time by orthodox, Western psychologists
in spite of a wealth of evidence
they themselves have collected
to show that perception is extremely selective and biased,
depending on one's upbringing,

needs, and all sorts of nollcon-scious processes. All that evidence, though, applies to subjects in experiments: when I, as
a psychologist, look at something, I pretty much see it '
way it is. This assumption
hardly limited to psychologists.
The spiritual psychologies
generally take a position much
more toward the view that most
perception is quite biased and
distorted by our desires and
wishes. Thus, instead of beginning with an idea that we have a
relatively good picture of ourselves and the world, spiritual
psychologies start with t h e
conception that we have a very
poor picture of ourselves and
the world, and the manifold
selective processes and distortions in our perceptions must
slowly be stripped away in the
course of spiritual development.

.,

Assumption: Being a scientist
and being a mystic are incompatible.
If a person is a good, competent scientist, the orthoc' ,
Western assumption is t h a ~.,e
c a n n o t be a mystic, doing
"weird" things inside his head
at the same time. A great gulf is
considered to exist between the
types of mentalities necessary
for these two roles. Since being
a mystic is considerec
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pathological by most orthodox
psychologists, this gulf is a
good thing. One of the most deprecating remarks you could
make about a scientist's work
i ) say that it shows signs of
belng "mystical. "
In spite of this assumption,
there a r e many historical
examples of scientists who
have also been mystics. Pascal,
for example, had mystical experiences of considerable intensity. I do not believe the
spiritual psychologies would
see anything necessarily incompatible with being both a
scientist and a mystic; it is a
matter of balance, just as the
active, conquering and the passive, receptive attitude must be
balanced in the individual.

This concludes our all too
brief and incomplete look at
some of the implicit assumptions of orthodox, Western
psychology. Note that I am not
saying theimplicit assumptions
of orthodox, Western psychology are wrong and those of the
spiritual psychologies a r e
right: I do not know where the
balance of rightness and
wrongness lies. But it is clear
that as long as assumptions are
implicit, we have no opportunity to question them and possibly escape from their controlling power o v e r us. If this
[material] succeeds in raising
some serious questions about
implicit assumptions for some
readers, it has served its purpose.
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--4*+Have You Written That Letter?
Have we heard from you lately?We like to hear from our Science of Mind Magazine
readers often, for it isonly through your letters that we are able to give you more ofwhat you
want to read. Will you drop us a note today? - THE EDITOR

